
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Over the past 30 years, Friends have been providing transformational support for the Hall, ensuring this historic 

building remains a home for great music making. Enjoy the benefits of friendship by joining as a Friend today, and 

be a part of the Wigmore story.    

 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
In accordance with the requirements of City of Westminster persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in any 
other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the number indicated in the notices exhibited in those 
positions. 
Disabled Access and Facilities - full details from 020 7935 2141. 
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a ‘Loop’ to help hearing aid users receive clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use this facility by switching hearing aids to 
‘T’. 
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Josquin's Legacy 
The Gesualdo Six 

Owain Park artistic director, bass 

Guy James countertenor 

Joseph Wicks tenor 

Josh Cooter tenor 

Michael Craddock baritone 

Sam Mitchell bass 

Jean Mouton  (c.1459-1522)    Tota pulchra es 

Josquin des Prez  (c.1450-1521)    Praeter rerum seriem 

Antonius Divitis  (c.1470-1530)    Ista est speciosa 

Jean Lhéritier  (c.1480-1551)    Salve regina 

Antoine Brumel  (c.1450-1512)    Sicut Lilium 

Antoine de Févin  (c.1470-1511)    Nesciens mater    

Josquin des Prez       Nymphes des bois 

Mille regretz 

Pierre La Rue  (c.1452-1518)    Secretz regretz 

Antoine Brumel      Tous les regretz    

Loyset Compère  (c.1445-1518)    Venez regretz 

Costanzo Festa  (c.1485-1545)    Quis dabit oculis (1514)   

Josquin des Prez       O virgo prudentissima 

     Interspersed with plainchant 
 

This concert is being broadcast on BBC Radio 3   



 

 

The metaphor is right there for the taking: the name 

‘JOSQUINJ’ carved into the wall of the Sistine Chapel, as 

deeply and indelibly embedded as the composer himself in 

the history of sacred music. 

The temptation with such a cultural giant (not for nothing 

has Josquin been compared to Virgil and Copernicus) is to 

take him in isolation, the exception to the rule. But to do 

that is to forget the hundreds of other names scratched and 

clustered, many beyond recognition, around Josquin’s on 

that choir loft wall – a visual patchwork as intricate and 

interconnected as the web of friendship, influence, 

imitation and homage that made up the music of the 15th 

and 16th centuries. 

It's those threads and connections, many forged at the 

Court of Ferrara, that the Gesualdo Six explore today in a 

programme that places Josquin in context: at once the 

musical heir to the tradition of Ockeghem, contemporary to 

Mouton and Brumel, and influential model for the younger 

generation of Lhéritier and Festa. 

The chain of influence begins with Johannes Ockeghem, 

whose legacy is keenly felt in Josquin’s Nymphes des bois. 

When Ockeghem composed Mort tu as navre/Miserere in 

1460, an elegy on the death of Burgundian elder statesman 

musician Gilles Binchois, he popularised the genre of the 

‘deploration’: a musical lament and homage. When 

Ockeghem himself died in 1497, Josquin continued the 

sequence (extended still further on Josquin’s own death, 

which provoked a flurry of musical tributes) with the motet-

chanson Nymphes des bois. 

What’s striking about the work is how little it reflects 

Josquin’s own style. Instead, the composer imitates the 

techniques of the man who may have taught him in his 

youth: the archaic tenor cantus firmus (quoting poignantly 

from the Requiem Mass) that anchors the counterpoint; the 

low-lying polyphony, knotty and dark on the ear. 

The contrast between Nymphes and the other works of 

Josquin’s we hear tonight reflects the shift that the 

composer helped bring about. Inheriting the more angular 

choral architecture of the late Middle Ages, Josquin 

softened its sharp Gothic points, revealing music of new 

evenness and classical order, marrying the intricacy of the 

Franco-Flemish school with the imitative beauty of the 

Italian. 

The theme of regret – grief, loss or pain, usually at the 

absence of a beloved – emerged as a favourite theme in 

French poetry and music towards the end of the 15th 

Century. Grouped together as the 'regretz chansons', there 

are examples from most of the great Franco-Flemish 

composers. Josquin produced several, including the most 

famous, the plangent, four-voice lament Mille regretz, 

whose popularity propelled it across Europe, even reaching 

the Holy Roman Emperor himself. 

The chanson became a touchstone for other composers 

– inspired by the mournful intensity of its spirit and text, as 

much as by its famous melody. Brumel’s Tous les regretz 
draws real poignancy from ornaments and extensions to its 

cadences – simple phrases heightened by quasi-theatrical 

rhetoric: intricate lines that capture the jagged gasps and 

sighs of grief. Both Compère’s Venez regretz and La Rue’s 

Secretz regretz are more rhythmic and sprightly, retaining 

a sense of dance beneath their sombre texts. Theirs is a 

courtlier kind of loss – grief that’s performed with one eye 

to the audience, never less than poised and elegant. 

But if the second half broods on death and loss, the 

concert opens with birth and the miracle of the Immaculate 

Conception. Sometimes used as an antiphon for that feast, 

the lovely Song of Songs text Tota pulchra es is heard here 

in a setting by influential French composer Jean Mouton. 

The four voices cluster close, creating an intimacy that 

deliberately seems to blur spiritual awe with sensuality, as 

melismas linger and caress the word pulchra ('beautiful'). 

Josquin’s Praeter rerum seriem mirrors the wonder and 

awe of the same subject in music that struck one 19th-

century commentator powerfully: 'It is as if,’ he wrote, 'one is 

entering a temple of the Mysteries…short motifs like 

strange hieroglyphs woven together'. Low-lying 

counterpoint creates a cloudy, occluded effect, 

disorientation aided by rhythmic manipulations: are we in 

duple or triple time? Both parts of the motet are woven 

around a Marian chant, sometime clearly audible, 

sometimes slowed beyond recognition, creating the sense 

of solemn rite happening beyond our grasp and 

comprehension. 

Antoine de Fevin’s Nesciens mater takes its Nativity 

antiphon and brings the exhilaration of new life into music 

that unfolds with fluid and swift-flowing polyphony, the four 

voices weaving and diving among one another in joyful 

imitation. Jean Lhéritier’s Salve Regina is typical of the 

younger composer’s graceful style – a bridge between 

Josquin and the smooth consonance of Palestrina, six 

voices carefully balanced with translucent clarity. 

Grace and clarity reach their peak in Brumel’s exquisite 

Marian miniature Sicut Lilium. A contemporary and 

sometime pupil of Josquin’s, the composer is at his most 

distilled in this Song of Songs setting, its waves of imitative 

near-homophony creating a rapt mood: at once still and in 

constant motion. There may be a connection to Josquin’s 

own five-voice Stabat Mater (and a broader set of Marian 

works) in the falling triadic motif with which the work opens. 

The fragrant sensuality of the Song of Songs also 

provides the text for Antonius Divitis’s five-voice Ista est 
speciosa. While strict canon underpins the motet, the 

rigidity of form is belied by the work’s organic, lyrical 

character, established immediately in the expressive 

arabesques of the opening alto line. Employed as a singing 

master at the court of Anne of Brittany, it’s likely that Divitis 

encountered Italian composer Costanzo Festa, whose 

lament on the death of the queen – Quis dabit oculis – is 

grief at its most intimate, unfolding over three self-

contained sections with a restraint that only intensifies the 

sense of loss. 

We close not with lamentation however but rapture, and a 

return to the music of Josquin, whose O virgo 
prudentissima combines a humanist poem of intercession 

to the Virgin with the 'Beata Mater' chant. Rather than 

maintain two discrete texts and musical worlds, this 

unusual work sees the chant text spilling out from the tenor 

into all parts: structural rules and conventions are 

subsumed and overpowered by simple faith. 
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All texts and translations kindly provided by the artists. 

 


